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Abstract—: In the past few year the number of internet users are 

increasing exponentially, so the amount of data over internet is 

also increasing. As the data is increasing unfortunately the 

attacks on that data are also increasing. So to protect that data 

from misuse we need to authenticate the user. As the every 

authorized user has their own username and password for 

verification and to access their accounts, for more 

authentications we need an extra step. So the keystroke dynamics 

is being used to improve authentication process and help to 

increase security for data. In this paper, we look at several 

processes for keystroke to enhance user authentication. Our 

objective is to collect a keystroke-dynamics dataset, to develop a 

table for evaluation of typing pattern, and to measure the 

threshold and according to the variation of that threshold, results 

can be detected that the user is authorized or not. All the four key 

latencies and dwell time is used for making data set. That dataset 

is used to calculate degree of variance of the user and to detect 

the authorization of the user.  

Keywords— keystroke dynamics, false rejection rate, false 

acceptance rate, virtual key force, metric proposal, partial access 

full access, no access. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Now-a-days the use of technology is increasing at very high 

rate. Every individual depends mostly on internet, and user 

their confidential information over the internet . Therefore  

more security on authentication of the user is required.[1] 

Once the login details have been exposed to a illegal user they 

have complete access to the system in a transparent manner 

and can easy access the authorized user‟s account, and can 

misuse those information such things may result in direct 

financial loss and information security leaks.[2] 

Authentication is the process to prevents the unauthorized 

access over the account of authorized user by verifying the 

claimed identity.[7].User authentication is classified in three 

classes: knowledge based authentication, object or token based 

authentication and biometric based authentication. 

Fig 1 shows the various users‟ authentication processes i.e.  

knowledge based, object based and biometric based.  

 The knowledge based authentication refers to what the user 

is already aware for accessing their personal account i.e. 

password or PIN.  

 The object or token based refer to what the user posses i.e. 

ID-card, token. 

  Biometric based depends on the behavioral and 

physiological characteristic of the user i.e. figure prints, 

keystroke dynamics.[1][7]. 

Currently, there are two major forms of biometrics first 

those based on physiological attributes and second those based 

on behavioral attributes.  

Physiological biometrics integrate a measurement of some 

physiological feature such as validation of user from 

fingerprints, retinal blood vessel patterns detection and iris 

patterns detection into an automated authentication schema 

such type of biometric is also known as static biometrics.  

Behavioral biometrics extract and integrate information 

about human behavior such as variations in our speech pattern, 

signature and the way we type into the authentication, and is 

also known as non static biometric. So to enhance computer 

security biometric is used [2][5][7]. 

Fig: 1 User Authentication Processes 

Keystroke dynamics-refers to the art and science of 

recognizing an individual based on the analysis of typing 

patterns of the user. Typing pattern includes such factors as 

the time user takes to type the login ID and password, how 

long user take to depress a key and how long user take to type 

successive keys [5].To provide security key stroke dynamics is 

being used. User access to the systems is secured through 

possession of a login ID and password. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

A. KEYSTROKE DYNAMICS 

Key stroke dynamics define as the process of analyzing the 

user by the typing pattern of the user and by monitoring the 

keyboard input patterns and identify the user by their habitual 

typing pattern.  Keystroke dynamics refer to the typing pattern 

and behavior of the user it distinguish the user on the bases of 

the key press duration, typing rate, typing pressure. Keystroke 

dynamics is a form of digital verification of the user [3][10]. 

Keystroke dynamics or typing dynamics refers to the 

automated method of identifying identity of an individual 

based on the manner and the rhythm of the typing of the 

user. Keystroke dynamics is behavioral biometric, this means 

it is based on what he user do. 

As this process is used for the authentication of the user it 

is having some advantages as well as disadvantages. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

 

a)Uniqueness 

   Keystroke event measure up to nanoseconds. So it 

is very difficult to copy typing pattern of an individual at such 

high accuracy [2]. 

 

b)Low Implementation and Deployment Cost  

  Traditionally physiological biometric is use for 

authentication of the users i.e. fingure prints recognization etc. 

For implementation of physiological biometrics extra 

hardware is required which reqiued extra cost.   But keystroke 

dynamics doesn‟t depend on the hardware, only software is 

required for implementation[1]. 

 

c)Transparency 

 In many situation the user doesn‟t know that they 

are provided with an extra layer of authentication. This 

simplicity is useful for the user who is not having the technical 

knowledge[6]. 

 

d) Universality 

Keystroke dynamic biometric is used by all 

individuals that are able to use a keyboard in Smartphone or 

computer‟s virtual key board. 

 

e) Circumvention 

It is very difficult, and is impossible to copy another 

individual's typing patterns. Keystroke dynamics is a process 

of electronically capturing user typing patterns and the keys 

that user uses while typing and the pattern of users‟ typing, 

thus implementing this biometric solution requires that data 

security is guaranteed from the input (keyboard) to the 

matching algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

 

a)Low Accuracy  

  Keystroke dynamic authenticate the user by the 

typing rhythm of the user, but if any external injury cause to 

the user due to which the typing rhythm of the user don‟t 

match then the system will not accept the authenticate user 

also[1]. 

 

b) Performance 

Behavioral biometrics has higher variations because they 

depend on factors such as tiredness, mood, etc. This causes 

higher False Acceptance Rate and False Rejection Rate. 

 

B. FEATURES OF KEYSTROKE DYNAMICS 

Keystroke dynamics have several different feature to    

detect authenticate user.  

 Latency between two key stroke 

 Duration of keystroke, hold time 

 Overall typing speed 

 Frequency of errors 

 Force of hitting key while typing 

 Which shift key is used by the user more frequently 

 Which key is first released shift or another key? 

The most commonly used feature of keystroke dynamics is 

latency and duration. Fig2 is showing the latencies and dwell 

time. Here the word „ADMIN‟ is taken as an example for 

explaining more specifically the latencies and dwell time. 

 

 
Fig2. Keystroke latency and Dwell time  

 

1) Latency or Flight Time 

 

Latency in keystroke dynamics is calculated with 

key press (P) and key release(R) i.e. P1 is pressing first 

key, P2 is pressing second key,R1 is releasing first key,R2 

is releasing second key. There are four types of latencies 

for keystroke dynamics L1, L2, L3 and L4 where L1 is 

press-press, L2 is release-press, L3 is press release and L4 

is release.  

 

 PRESS-PRESS: it is the time between two key presses.  

L1=P1-P2 

 

 RELEASE-PRESS: it is the time interval between first key 

release and second key press. 

L2= R1-P2 

 

 PRESS - RELEASE: it is the time interval of second key 

press and first key release. 

L3= P2-R1 
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 RELEASE- RELEASE: it is the time interval between two 

key releases. 

L4= R1-R2 

 

The above are the four latency that is considered by the 

user while typing, and used to calculate the typing pattern of 

the user.[1][2][6] 

  

2) Duration or Dwell Time: 

  

Dwell time (D1) is the time taken by the user in 

pressing and releasing of the single key [7]. Figure 2 illustrates 

the key press duration and latency of key press. 

      D1=P1-R1 

 

The most commonly adapted metrics to evaluate the 

authentication of the user are false acceptance rate (FAR) and 

false rejection rate (FRR) [2][6]. The false rejection rate refer 

to rate the legitimate user is denied access and the false 

acceptance rate is denoted as the rate illegal user is given 

access [6]. For this the data sample of the user are collected 

irrespective of the backspace, delete key usage. Then key 

press, key release and relative keystroke speed is calculated. 

And the metrics are made on both the features i.e. FRR and 

FAR. The main advantage of this feature is the more trials 

taken from user gives more accurate results [11]. 

Now the keystroke dynamics have become an active 

research due to increase of the unauthorized access. To 

improve the accuracy of the keystroke virtual key forces 

feature is used, as compared to other feature of keystroke 

virtual key force is new; the virtual key force is based on the 

typing speed and behavior of the user on the keyboard. It 

measures the time taken by the user between releasing one key 

and pressing another key. Virtual key force is determined from 

the key complexity. The key complexity is calculated by key 

position and key distance. Based on the key complexity the 

average time interval of releasing a key and pressing another 

key is calculated [7].  

Basically keystroke dynamics is used for authentication on 

mobile phones. This application is developed for the Android 

OS with SDK14. It focuses on both the scenario first on 

alphabets and second is on numeric on different type of 

keyboard layout [4]. 

However keystroke dynamics is suitable method for the 

user authentication based on user typing pattern and difference 

between the typing styles of the user [10]. 

 

III. IMPLIMENTATION 

The proposed model is divided into two phases. In 

first phase the user has to complete their login process and in 

second phase the user is authenticated by using keystroke 

dynamics is performed.   

In first phase the verification of the user is done, the 

user have to input their user ID and password. The user ID and 

password of the user are verified, if it is true then it will 

process else the user have to again input their user ID and 

password. 

In another phase the authentication of the valid user is 

done. Here the typing pattern and the typing speed of the user 

is match from the threshold that is present in the database.  

 

 

 
Figure3: Implementation Design 

 

According to the degree of variance from the threshold 

value the access to the user is provided. The user whose 

degree of variance is very low from threshold value given full 

access and the typing pattern and speed of the user is updated 

in the table for further authentications, the user whose 

variance is above threshold given no access and the user 

whose variance is within the threshold have given partial 

access and no updated is performed for no access and partial 

access user on the table. Full access user and no access user is 

give access to the account, where as no access user is not 

given any access to the user. 

 

A. DATA FLOW 

 

 
Figure4: Data Flow Diagram 
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 The above figure shows that the way data flow in the 

proposed system. 

As the user initializes the process user have to enter user 

ID and password, if password is matched then authentication 

is performed using keystroke dynamics. According to the 

degree of variation the access is provided to the user. 

B. Steps Of Implimentation 

 
Figure5: Implementation Process 

 

Step1: it is the initial state where the new user will register 

themselves and the user have to type their user ID and 

password ten time and these pattern will be upload in the table 

which is used to calculate the threshold for matching the 

typing pattern. 

The existing user has to input their user ID and 

password.  

Step2: The verification process of the user is done i.e. the 

characters of the user ID and password of the user is matched. 

 If the user ID and password of the user is incorrect 

then user has to again input their user ID and password. And 3 

trails is given to the user, if in that 3 trails user don‟t able to 

input the correct user ID and password then account is 

blocked.  

Step3: In this step the keystroke dynamics is done i.e. the 

typing pattern of the user is matched from the threshold that is 

fixed for the user. 

Step4: According to the degree of variance from threshold the 

access is provided to the user. 

i. Full access: User is give full access of the banking 

transactions. The variance is very less or nearly nil from 

standard typing pattern. 

ii. Partial access: User is given partial access of the banking 

transaction i.e. user can‟t perform transactions only can see 

the account details. The variation is not high from the 

standard typing pattern. 

iii. No access: User is given no access for banking 

transactions. The variation is very high from standard 

typing pattern. 

Step5:  The typing pattern of the full access user is updated in 

the table and again the standard typing pattern is calculated of 

the user. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

This paper introduced keystroke dynamics which is an 

additional layer of security for the authentication of the user. 

The unauthorized users can easily access the account of an 

authorized user, if unauthorized came to know the user ID 

and password of the authorized user. Whereas keystroke 

dynamics depend on the typing pattern of the user. And it is 

very tough to copy the typing pattern of the user.  

This process don‟t always gives the correct result , here 

we are trying to reduce false acceptance rate and false 

rejection rate.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

By using keystroke dynamics we are trying to provide more 

secured transaction. The system is proposed to provide more 

security to the account. Only authenticate user can access the 

account their accounts. This application can be used in android 

phone or Smartphone through which we can access internet 

and can perform transaction. Keystroke dynamic is replacing 

the knowledge based and token based authentication system. 

However the keystroke dynamic is more reliable, having low 

cost for implementation, transparent, the user doesn‟t 

recognize the in background keystroke dynamics is being 

preformed. The user who is not of technical background can 

easily access because it doesn‟t required any technical 

knowledge. This system doesn‟t require any extra hardware 

for implementation this software can be easily downloaded 

and accessed.  
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